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At the moment, Spotify is a music streaming service with an overwhelming number of users worldwide. This service has won the hearts of many people around the world from its highlights. Have you ever experienced this service? Please join us to learn more about the app right now! What is Spotify music player?
Currently, Spotify is the best online music streaming platform, which is similar to Pandora, Apple Music... This application makes users love so much because of its great different features. In addition, Spotify can support cross-platform music to listen online at any time. Users can search for any artist in the world or
choose any kind of music they like. This useful software was launched in 2008. And only after 2 years of operation, it reached 10 million users, including 2.5 million paid users. By the end of 2012 he had 20 million and 5 million paid users. This number of users continues to increase more and more. So far, the app has
reached about 140 million users a month. In which, 60 million are users with monthly payment. This is very impressive compared to the new software. Devices supported by SpotifyA due to the popularity of the app and a large number of users, Spotify is available on many platforms that are difficult to use. You can
connect Spotify to:More phone (Android, IOS). On the computer. Tablet.Cars.PlayStation. Xbox One. Wait on TV. Listen to the President. Listen live on the background of the website. The highlights ofmusic store and optimized music search tool Like all music streaming services or even regular music apps, you can
easily use them with the Spotify search box. Just type the name of the song, artist or album in the search box at the top of the application. Then, click the results you want. In addition, if you want to search in more detail, click the “Show all results” button below. After that, users will be brought to a more detailed search
page. In the Spotify music store, there are also many different musical genres to choose from. They can meet the needs of users. If you listened to old music on offline media players, Spotify will not disappoint you. Using this software will help you to release a large amount of memory to replace it with a much better
quality music store. In addition, Spotify has officially entered the music market in many countries. It has a lot of content to satisfy music lovers. It will provide you with memories filled with famous artists who do not appear in the official online music shops at the latest songs of today. Customize your listening experience
with PlaylistOne of the mandatory features for current streaming services is the experience for each user. Sure, Spotify doesn't disappoint you. The best way to create your own “Spotify store” is to set playlists. In fact, the Playlist element has been separated and displayed quite prominent at the bottom of the screen. This
is the position to focus alllists that are created manually, the lists that you have “Follow”. An attractive feature of the Follow lists is that they are updated automatically, so you can quickly discover new melodies. With the playlist you create manually, Spotify will have a lot more sizes to add songs. Users can go to the
artist's page you want, add each album, song, or even all their songs. In addition, from the playlist section interface, the application will offer you a lot of similar songs of the same genre when scrolling down. Online music copyright Plus, the app provides you with another useful feature, which is the ability to download
music to devices and listen offline. To do this, users just need to click the download button under the list of songs. In addition, Spotify will allow you to download a maximum of 3,333 songs on each device. Perhaps the number of songs above is enough for rare offline moments. Customize with tips One of the main
features of Spotify is personal preferences-based suggestions. The most interesting thing is the Your Daily Mixes section, where 6 playlists are created automatically by Spotify based on the history of your music. These playlists will be divided according to each music stream, each different “mood” depending on the
songs you listen to. Then, users can go to Browse to find out, where you will receive a lot of the list of referrals according to your needs. On top, there is the section “Discover Weekly”.includes music you probably haven't heard. However, it is very likely that music will satisfy your interest. After that, it is the release Radar,
where there are many new songs from your favorite artists. This is a very useful feature that favors the interests of each listener carefully. As you scroll down, you can see new artists. Also, if you love old music styles, Spotify will always meet your needs. Experience constantly listening to music The “Discover” tab we
want to mention here is only part of the “museo” of Spotify. It will belong to the Browse screen, where you can discover the music store of the world digital music service. Users can listen to music from the last decades or can choose your music according to feelings. In addition, users can simply listen to music to relax
after the stress of work. In addition, Spotify also contains an entire content store, especially the part: Recording content and radio for listeners to enjoy. In addition, the Podcast content can be browsed based on your favorite topics. Artist radios are a long and casual list of songs. It may not include all their songs. It is a
free function to attract users, so it is not too impressive. Musical quality and speed With the Spotify service, the Premium package is the format that uses the Ogg Vorbis format to 320kps. According to users, the service is quite smooth, free of noise errors due to switching from a not so good source. However, errors for
the original version areexisting. But a drawback for Spotify is that there is no support for the exclusive game on PC. However, this feature appeared on many other music players. You can say that Spotify focuses on user convenience. Is it worth it? In general, Spotify not only replaces the online music store with offline,
but also creates many other great mechanisms. These mechanisms constantly engage users in listening experience with extremely high-quality suggestions. Spotify is still the best service at the moment. How to start listening to music with the Spotify service? Spotify is a music player with quite simple use. To start
listening to music on Spotify, please follow the steps: Go to the Spotify website and register for an account. You need to register with Facebook, which will help you find and follow your friends more easily. Users can know what your friends are listening to and sharing the song with them. Select the type of subscription
you want. You need to use Spotify Premium because it will allow you to access multiple features. In addition, this type is also more flexible and can connect with multiple devices. Download and install the free Spotify app on your device. Start accessing your account on your device and ready to enjoy your favorite music.
The configuration is quite simple so you don't need to worry too much. Surely, you will find a way to use this software soon. How much do mobile data cost when using Spotify? When using Spotify, the amount of mobile datadepends on the quality of streaming music among which you choose. some information about
using spotify data is as follows: with the normal quality of music: if you play music for 1 hour, it will cost about 50mb of data. you can listen to music for about 24 hours with about 1gb of data. with high quality music, you will be able to use it in less than 15 hours with 1gb of data. with high quality music, users can use 1gb
of your data in about 7 hours. if you look at the videos, you consume more data. you can manually check and edit the quality of streaming music. Besides, you can download the songs you like using mobile data. how to use the spotify software? with spotify software, it is quite simple to delete it because the software itself
supports multiple languages. Moreover, this application also has some exceptional features as follows: how to change languages in spotify? If you don't know the languages, you can change. please follow these steps: First, users can click "log in" to access the account you created. then, enter your account and click the
In.Go log in settings -> language - > select your language then, click restart spotify to restart the program and apply the changes. listen to music offline on your computer with spotify? click the file on the device. At this point, the app will show all the songs of your device here. If you don't find a song in the list, users can
add sources to the song from:Go to settings -> click Add a source -> navigate tofolder containing audio files. Besides, you can connect with facebook to share information with your friends easily. if you use this feature, you can use spotify as a convenient social network audio. creates playlists on spotify to create playlists
on spotify, users must follow these steps: First, click the playlist and enter the name of the album you want to create. then, enter a description and add a photo to represent this album. Next, you can search for your favorite songs with the search box. After that, you can add that song to the album and enjoy it. use your
phone to control music on your computer users can click the icon below to connect and sync music on your computer and phone easily. Please below: You can use and log in with the same account. In this way, you can completely use your phone to turn on/off, transfer the song easily. share music via E-mail quickly to
share a song link via email, you can use the drag and drop feature. It means that users can drag and drop the song in the text editor to send. Additionally, users can click the icon at 3 points next to each post, select the feature share to share photos, songs or albums via: facebookmessengertwitterskypetelegram. other
features besides, spotify has some other interesting features. you can view the waiting list for the next songs. Besides, you can review the story of the songs you heard by clicking the icon below. if you want to be alone, you can use the private session function.connect with Facebook, your friends will use Spotify to know
what kind of music you listen to. Conclusion In addition to a large music store with recordings or media, the radio is also provided very diversified. Spotify is always ready to meet your radio listening needs at any time. With a unique design and different features that are suitable for all tastes and experiences, this service is
not only a musical application. This is definitely a name that you cannot ignore when you want to relax with music. In addition, the service attracts users of a continuous listening experience with quality musical suggestions. We hope, with the above information, you have a better understanding of Spotify. It will give you
the most fascinating musical experiences. Readers can download and enjoy the app at the link below. Send us your reviews about it. If you have questions about the app, please leave a comment below. Download now
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